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Age of Myth
When Gabriel Winter's daughter mysteriously disappears and is presumed dead, the wealthy
whiskey baron seeks revenge. Having lived in Colnora during the infamous Year of Fear, he
hires the one man he knows can deliver a bloody retribution - the notorious Duster. Riyria's job
appears easy: discover what happened to the missing duchess and, if she lives, bring her
homeif not, punish those responsible. But nothing is simple in the crowded, narrow, mist-filled
streets of Rochelle where more than one ancient legend lurks.

Rise of Empire
The secret is in the tower. The problem is the beast.The answer is two thieves. ABOUT THE
BOOK When a destitute young woman hires Royce and Hadrian to help save her remote
village from nocturnal attacks, they are once more drawn into the schemes of the wizard
Esrahaddon. While Royce struggles to breech the secrets of an ancient elven tower, Hadrian
attempts to rally the villagers to defend themselves against the unseen killer. Once more, what
begins with the simple theft of a sword places the two thieves at the center of a firestorm but
this time the outcome could change the future of Elan. ABOUT THE SERIES Although part of a
multi-book saga, Avempartha is a stand-alone story and can be read independently of the
series. Instead of a string of sequels, The Riyria Revelations is a six-book series conceived as
a single epic tale divided into individual episodes. All were written before the first was released.
The books are being released one every 6 months. The first The Crown Conspiracy was
released October 2008.

Before the Broken Star
This boxed set includes bestselling author Michael J. Sullivan's complete Riyria Revelations,
an epic tale of treachery and adventure, sword fighting and magic, myth and legend. "Good oldfashioned escapist fun." -Publishers Weekly Royce Melborn, a skilled thief, and his mercenary
partner, Hadrian Blackwater, make a profitable living carrying out dangerous assignments for
conspiring nobles - until they become the unwitting scapegoats in a plot to murder the king.
Sentenced to death, their only hope is to unravel an ancient mystery before it's too late. The
Riyria RevelationsTheft of SwordsRise of EmpireHeir of Novron For more from Michael J.
Sullivan, check out: The Riyria ChroniclesThe Crown TowerThe Rose and the Thorn

Wintertide
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Two men who hate each other. One impossible mission. A legend in the making. Hadrian
Blackwater, a warrior with nothing to fight for, is paired with Royce Melborn, a thieving
assassin with nothing to lose. Hired by an old wizard, they must steal a treasure that no one
can reach. The Crown Tower is the impregnable remains of the grandest fortress ever built and
home to the realm's most prized possessions. But it isn't gold or jewels that the wizard is after,
and if he can just keep them from killing each other, they just might succeed. Chronological
Order The Crown Tower (Riyria Chronicles #1) The Rose and the Thorn (Riyria Chronicles #2)
Theft of Swords (Riyria Revelations #1 & #2): contains The Crown Conspiracy & Avempartha
Rise of Empire (Riyria Revelations #3 & #4): contains Nyphron Rising & The Emerald Storm
Heir of Novron (Riyria Revelations #5 & #6): contains Wintertide & Percepliquis *** Fantasy
Faction's Top 10 Anticipated Books for 2013 ****** BestFantasyBooks.com Most Anticipated
Books of 2013 ****** Ranting Dragon's 50 Fantasy & Sci-Fi Novels to Look Forward to in 2013
***

Hollow World
From USA Today bestselling author David Dalglish It's been five long years since the city
learned to fear In book #2 of the Shadowdance series, the war between the thief guilds and the
powerful allegiance known as the Trifect has slowly dwindled. Now only the mysterious Haern
is left to wage his private battle against the guilds in the guise of the Watcher - a vicious killer
who knows no limits. But when the son of Alyssa Gemcroft, one of the three leaders of the
Trifect, is believed murdered, the slaughter begins anew. Mercenaries flood the streets with
one goal in mind: find and kill the Watcher. Peace or destruction; every war must have its end.
Fantasy author David Dalglish spins a tale of retribution and darkness, and an underworld
reaching for ultimate power. Shadowdance A Dance of Cloaks A Dance of Blades A Dance of
Mirrors A Dance of Shadows A Dance of Ghosts A Dance of Chaos Seraphim Skyborn
Fireborn Shadowborn

Percepliquis
A Story of Transformation and Salvation "I had no idea of the intimate reality and power of the
Holy Spirit. Although I mouthed words about such things in hymns, and went through the
motions of worship, my real hope and belief was in myself." "Then her turn came and she went
into the chest high water. Karen had a glow about her as if she was sixteen again when I first
saw her as a teenage beauty. I could virtually feel the healing in the air." This is a story of a
couple who were transformed and saved by the power of the Holy Spirit. They had successful
careers, a good marriage, a perfect family, a beautiful home, and a nice church, but in reality
they were on a treadmill going downhill - until something wonderful happened.

I lit the moon
A MESSAGE HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED. A SINISTER PLAN LAUNCHED. TWO THIEVES
STAND IN THE WAY.#13;Ex-mercenary Hadrian Blackwater sets course on a high seas
adventure to find the lost Heir of Novron. His only hope lies in confronting the ruthless and
cunning Merrick Marius. Fearing his friend is not up to the challenge, Royce Melborn joins his
old partner for one last mission. Their journey finds them adrift amid treachery and betrayals
forcing Hadrian to face a past he hoped never to see again. #13;#13;REVIEWS#13;"The Riyria
Revelations is shaping up to be one of the most original and entertaining fantasy series I?ve
seen in years." -- King of the Nerds Fantasy Reviews#13;#13;"Mr. Sullivan continues to
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impress. In Royce and Hadrian he has created some of the best characters the genre has
seen in some time." -- Speculative Fiction Junkie#13;#13;ABOUT THE SERIES#13;The Crown
Conspiracy is the first book in the captivating Riyria Revelations. Instead of a string of sequels
this six-book fantasy series was conceived as a single epic tale divided into individual
episodes. All were written before the first was released so that plot elements are intertwined,
yet each book has its only story and conclusion.#13;#13;BOOKS OF THE RIYRIA
REVELATIONS#13;The Crown Conspiracy (October 2008)#13;Avempartha (April
2009)#13;Nyphron Rising (October 2009)#13;The Emerald Storm (April 2010) #13;Wintertide
(October 2010)#13;Percepliquis (April 2011)

Hearts Aflame
The Disappearance of Winter's Daughter
Three times they tried to kill her. Then a professional was hired. So was Riyria.When the last
member of the oldest noble family in Avryn is targeted for assassination, Riyria is hired to foil
the plot. Three years have passed since the war-weary mercenary Hadrian and the cynical exassassin Royce joined forces to start life as rogues-for-hire. Things have gone well enough
until they're asked to help prevent a murder. Now they must venture into an ancient corner of
the world to save a mysterious woman who knows more about Royce than is safe and cares
less about herself than is sane.From the best-selling author of The Riyria Revelations comes
the third installment of The Riyria Chronicles. Although part of a series, it's designed to thrill
both new readers looking for fun, fast-paced fantasy and Riyria veterans wishing to reunite with
old friends. For those who do wish to experience the entire Riyria saga, two reading options
exist: Order of Publication Theft of Swords - Rise of Empire - Heir of Novron - The Crown
Tower - The Rose and the Thorn - The Death of DulgathChronological Order: The Crown
Tower - The Rose and the Thorn - The Death of Dulgath - Theft of Swords - Rise of Empire Heir of NovronPRAISE FOR MICHAEL'S RIYRIA BOOKS"This epic fantasy showcases the
arrival of a master storyteller." - Library Journal on Theft of Swords"A delightful, entertaining
and page-turning read that reminds us just how enjoyable, and how good The Riyria
Revelations series is. A must-buy for all fantasy lovers." - The Founding Fields on Rise of
Empire"Heir of Novron is the conclusion to the Riyria Revelations, cementing it in a position as
a new classic of modern fantasy: traditional in setting, but extremely unconventional in, well,
everything else." - Drying Ink on Heir of Novron"Snappy banter, desperate stakes, pulsepounding swordplay, and good old-fashioned heroics are all on full display here." - 52 Book
Reviews on The Crown Tower"The Rose and the Thorn is full of mystery, adventure, betrayal
and just plain awesome." - Fantasy Faction on The Rose and the Thorn

The Crown Tower
A fierce young female adventurer battles time itself to claim her destiny in a sweeping new
fantasy saga from the author of the Hundredth Queen series. Everley Donovan is living on
borrowed time. The lone survivor of her family's unexplained assassination, she was saved by
an ingeniously crafted clockwork heart. But the time she was given won't last forever. Now,
every tick-tock reminds her how fragile her existence is and hastens her quest to expose Killian
Markham, the navy admiral who shattered her world and left her for dead. But Everley's hunt
for justice will be a long and hard-won voyage. Her journey takes her to a penal colony on a
cursed isle, where she will be married off and charged to build the new world. It is here, and
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beyond, that hidden realms hide, treasures are unearthed, her family secrets are buried, and
young love will test the strength of her makeshift heart. When Everley discovers Markham may
not be who he seems, her pursuit for truth is bound to his redemption, her tragic history, and
her astonishing destiny.

The Death of Dulgath
Two thieves want answers. Riyria is born. For more than a year, Royce Melborn has tried to
forget Gwen DeLancy, the woman who saved him and his partner Hadrian Blackwater when all
other doors were closed against them. Unable to stay away any longer, they return to Medford
to a very different reception - she refuses to see them. Once more she is shielding them, this
time from the powerful noble who abused her. She was right to suspect Royce wouldn't care
about rank and privilege or fear any repercussions from reprisal. What she didn't realise is
what he was capable of - until now. 'This epic fantasy showcases the arrival of a master
storyteller' Library Journal on Theft of Swords The Riyria Revelations THEFT OF SWORDS
RISE OF EMPIRE HEIR OF NOVRON The Riyria Chronicles THE CROWN TOWER THE
ROSE AND THE THORN

Blackguards
The New Empire intends to mark its victory over the Nationalists with a bloody celebration. On
the high holiday of Wintertide, the Witch of Melengar will be burned and the Heir of Novron
executed. On that same day the Empress faces a forced marriage, with a fatal accident soon
follow. The New Empire is confident in the totality of its triumph but there's just one problemRoyce and Hadrian have finally found the true Heir of Novron---and they have their own
holiday plans. When author Michael J. Sullivan self-published the first books of his Riyria
Revelations series online, they rapidly became ebook bestsellers. Now, Orbit is pleased to
present the complete series for the first time in bookstores everywhere. Heir of Novron is the
final volume of The Riyria Revelations and includes Wintertide and ---available for the first
time--- the final volume, Percepliquis. BOOKS IN THE RIYRIA REVELATIONS Theft of Swords
(The Crown Conspiracy & Avempartha) Rise of Empire (Nyphron Rising & The Emerald Storm)
Heir of Novron (Wintertide & Percepliquis)

Theft of Swords
A FANTASY ANTHOLOGY featuring the deadly, the worldly, and the sneaky. Blackguards
consists mainly of stories in established series, and the authors range from wildly successful
indie authors to New York Times bestsellers. If you enjoy roguish tales of scoundrels and ne'erdo-wells, this one's for you.

The Emerald Storm
The adventure continues as Royce and Hadrian aid the struggling kingdom of Melengar as it
alone stands in defiance against the newly formed empire. War approaches and a desperate
gamble behind enemy lines is their only chance at forming an alliance with the Nationalists to
the south. But Royce has plans of his own as he uses this opportunity to discover if an ancient
wizard is using Riyria as pawns in his own bid for power. To find the truth, Royce must unravel
Hadrian's hidden past. What he discovers will lead them to the end of the known world, on a
journey rife with treachery and intrigue. When author Michael J. Sullivan self-published the first
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books of his Riyria Revelations, they rapidly became ebook bestsellers. Now, Orbit is pleased
to present the complete series for the first time in bookstores everywhere. Rise of Empire was
originally published as: Nyphron Rising and The Emerald Storm. BOOKS IN THE RIYRIA
REVELATIONS Theft of Swords (The Crown Conspiracy & Avempartha) Rise of Empire
(Nyphron Rising & The Emerald Storm) Heir of Novron (Wintertide & Percepliquis).

For the Love of Books
The gods have been proven mortal and new heroes will arise as the battle continues in the
sequel to Age of Myth—from the author of the Riyria Revelations and Riyria Chronicles series.
In Age of Myth, fantasy master Michael J. Sullivan launched readers on an epic journey of
magic and adventure, heroism and betrayal, love and loss. Now the thrilling saga continues as
the human uprising is threatened by powerful enemies from without—and bitter rivalries from
within. Raithe, the God Killer, may have started the rebellion by killing a Fhrey, but longstanding enmities dividing the Rhunes make it all but impossible to unite against the common
foe. And even if the clans can join forces, how will they defeat an enemy whose magical
prowess renders them indistinguishable from gods? The answer lies across the sea in a
faraway land populated by a reclusive and dour race who feel nothing but disdain for both
Fhrey and mankind. With time running out, Persephone leads the gifted young seer Suri, the
Fhrey sorceress Arion, and a small band of misfits in a desperate search for aid—a quest that
will take them into the darkest depths of Elan. There, an ancient adversary waits, as fearsome
as it is deadly. Don’t miss any of Michael J. Sullivan’s Legends of the First Empire novels: AGE
OF MYTH | AGE OF SWORDS (Coming soon!) Praise for Michael J. Sullivan “If you enjoy epic
fantasy, and are perhaps hungering for something with timeless appeal, then I highly
recommend picking up Age of Myth.”—The BiblioSanctum, on Age of Myth “Hair-raising
escapes, flashy sword fights, and faithful friendship complete the formula for good oldfashioned escapist fun.”—Publishers Weekly, on Theft of Swords “Filled with adventure and
clever dialog and featuring a pair of not-quite-heroes whose loyalties to each other provide
them with their greatest strength, this epic fantasy showcases the arrival of a master
storyteller.”—Library Journal, on Theft of Swords “With less gore and a smaller cast of
characters than George R. R. Martin’s Song of Ice and Fire but equally satisfying, Sullivan’s
epic fantasy will be gaining fans at exponential rates.”—Library Journal, on The Rose and the
Thorn

Nolyn
Eli Monpress is talented. He's charming. And he's a thief. But not just any thief. He's the
greatest thief of the age, and he's also a wizard. And with the help of his partners - a
swordsman with the most powerful magic sword in the world, and a demonseed who can step
through shadows and punch through walls - he's going to put his grand plan into effect.
Because Eli won't rest until he's amassed a fortune. Step one in his plan is to increase the
bounty on his head, so he'll need to steal some big things. He'll start small for now though: he'll
just steal something that no one will miss - at least for a while. Like a king . . . This omnibus
edition contains: THE SPIRIT THIEF, THE SPIRIT REBELLION and THE SPIRIT EATER

Age of Legend
VICTORY IS FOR THE TAKING The New Empire intends to celebrate its victory over the
Nationalists with a day that will never be forgotten. On the high holiday of Wintertide, the
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empress will be married, and Degan Gaunt and the Witch of Melengar will be publically
executed. Once the empress suffers a fatal accident, everything will be perfect. There is only
one problem - Royce and Hadrian have finally found the Heir of Novron. 'This epic fantasy
showcases the arrival of a master storyteller' Library Journal on Theft of Swords The Riyria
Revelations THEFT OF SWORDS RISE OF EMPIRE HEIR OF NOVRON The Riyria
Chronicles THE CROWN TOWER THE ROSE AND THE THORN

Promise of Blood
A light-hearted book about books and the people who write them for all lovers of literature. Do
you know: Which famous author died of caffeine poisoning? Why Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland was banned in China? Who was the first British writer to win the Nobel Prize in
Literature? What superstitions Truman Capote kept whenever he wrote? Who the other
Winston Churchill was? A treasure trove of compelling facts, riveting anecdotes, and
extraordinary characters, For the Love of Books is a book about books—and the inside stories
about the people who write them. Learn how books evolved, what lies behind some of the
greatest tales ever told, and who’s really who in the world of fiction. From banned books to
famous feuding authors, from literary felons to rejected masterpieces, from tips for aspiring
writers to stand-out book lists for readers to catch up on, For the Love of Books is a celebration
of the written word and an absolute page-turner for any book lover. Read all about it!

A Dance of Blades
The Age of Kings is dead . . . and I have killed it. It's a bloody business overthrowing a king
Field Marshal Tamas' coup against his king sent corrupt aristocrats to the guillotine and
brought bread to the starving. But it also provoked war with the Nine Nations, internal attacks
by royalist fanatics, and the greedy to scramble for money and power by Tamas's supposed
allies: the Church, workers unions, and mercenary forces. It's up to a few Stretched to his limit,
Tamas is relying heavily on his few remaining powder mages, including the embittered Taniel,
a brilliant marksman who also happens to be his estranged son, and Adamat, a retired police
inspector whose loyalty is being tested by blackmail. But when gods are involved Now, as
attacks batter them from within and without, the credulous are whispering about omens of
death and destruction. Just old peasant legends about the gods waking to walk the earth. No
modern educated man believes that sort of thing. But they should In a rich, distinctive world
that mixes magic with technology, who could stand against mages that control gunpowder and
bullets? PROMISE OF BLOOD is the start of a new epic fantasy series from Brian McClellan.
Winner of the David Gemmell Morningstar Award for Best Debut Fantasy.

Senlin Ascends
Beautiful and defiant, Kristen Haardrad meets the hot, longing gaze of Royce, Thane of
Wyndhurst, with icy fury - vowing never to be enslaved by the powerful Saxon lord who holds
her captive. She is his enemy and his prize - a wild and lusty hellion to be tamed by her
dashing conqueror's kiss. But though maddened with desire for the golden-haired Viking
temptress, noble Royce, in conscience, cannot force his exquisite prisoner to submit. For only
Kristen's willing surrender can quench the blistering fires that sear his tormented soul - and
heal a heart consumed by passion with a soothing balm of rapturous, unconditional love.

The Crown Conspiracy
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Award-winning author Adrian Tchaikovsky's Made Things is dark fantasy tale of how the most
unlikely characters may become the most heroic. Making friends has never been so important.
Welcome to Fountains Parish--a cesspit of trade and crime, where ambition curls up to die and
desperation grows on its cobbled streets like mold on week-old bread. Coppelia is a street
thief, a trickster, a low-level con artist. But she has something other thieves don't tiny puppetlike companions: some made of wood, some of metal. They don't entirely trust her, and she
doesn't entirely understand them, but their partnership mostly works. After a surprising
discovery shakes their world to the core, Coppelia and her friends must re-examine everything
they thought they knew about their world, while attempting to save their city from a seemingly
impossible new threat. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

Age of War
The first book in the word-of-mouth phenomenon debut fantasy series about one man's
dangerous journey through a labyrinthine world. "One of my favorite books of all time" - Mark
Lawrence The Tower of Babel is the greatest marvel in the world. Immense as a mountain, the
ancient Tower holds unnumbered ringdoms, warring and peaceful, stacked one on the other
like the layers of a cake. It is a world of geniuses and tyrants, of luxury and menace, of unusual
animals and mysterious machines. Soon after arriving for his honeymoon at the Tower, the
mild-mannered headmaster of a small village school, Thomas Senlin, gets separated from his
wife, Marya, in the overwhelming swarm of tourists, residents, and miscreants. Senlin is
determined to find Marya, but to do so he'll have to navigate madhouses, ballrooms, and
burlesque theaters. He must survive betrayal, assassins, and the illusions of the Tower. But if
he hopes to find his wife, he will have to do more than just endure. This quiet man of letters
must become a man of action. The Books of BabelSenlin AscendsArm of the Sphinx

Avempartha
Peace and Turmoil is the first installment in an epic fantasy series following heirs from across
the land of Abra'am as they try to navigate magic, politics, and fiends.

Heir Of Novron
They killed the king. They pinned it on two men. They chose poorly. There's no ancient evil to
defeat, no orphan destined for greatness, just two guys in the wrong place at the wrong
timeRoyce Melborn, a skilled thief, and his mercenary partner, Hadrian Blackwater make a
profitable living carrying out dangerous assignments for conspiring nobles until they become
the unwitting scapegoats in a plot to murder the king. Sentenced to death, they have only one
way out--and so begins this epic tale of treachery and adventure, sword fighting and magic,
myth and legend. AWARDS 2009 National Indie Excellence Award Finalist 2008 ReaderViews
Literary Award Finalist 2007 Foreword Magazine Book of the Year Finalist Named One of the
2008 Notable Indie Books by Fantasy Book Critic Named Top Five Fantasy of Books of 2009
by Dark Wolf's Fantasy Reviews ABOUT THE SERIES The Crown Conspiracy is book one of
the multi-book saga: The Riyria Revelations. Instead of a string of sequels, this six-book
fantasy series was conceived as a single epic tale divided into individual novels. While one
book may hint at building mysteries and thickening plots, these threads are not essential to
reach a satisfying conclusion to the current episode--which has its own beginning, middle, and
end. It should be noted that all six were written before the first was released to ensure
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continuity across a complex plot filled with twists, turns, and page-turning mysteries.
Characterization occur across the whole series allowing readers to build friendships with
likeable characters that are shaped as events unfold. The Riyria Revelations is written for
adults but has no sex and limited violence centered on swordplay and is therefore, appropriate
for younger audiences and a movie version based on the novels would garnish a PG-13 rating.

Nyphron Rising
IMPORTANT NOTE! This edition of Percepliquis is being released for readers of the original
Ridan editions of The Crown Conspiracy. It does not include book 5, Wintertide. If you're
reading the omnibus editions from Orbit, you should purchase Heir of Novron (which includes
both Wintertide and Percepliquis). IT ALL COMES DOWN TO THISTHE ELVES HAVE
CROSSED THE NIDWALDEN. TWO THIEVES WILL DECIDE THE FUTURE. "I saw a great
journey. Ten upon the road, she who wears the light will lead the way. The road goes deep into
the earth, and into despair. The voices of the dead guide your steps. You walk back in time.
The three-thousand-year battle begins again. Cold grips the world, death comes to all, and a
choice is before you." -- Fan Irlanu, Tenkin Seerer of Oudorro Village Percepliquis is the final
installment of the epic fantasy, The Riyria Revelations. In this saga that began with The Crown
Conspiracy, two thieves caught in the wrong place at the right time were launched on a series
of ever escalating adventures that have all lead to this moment. Three thousand years have
passed and the time for Novron's heir to act has arrived. "The Crown Conspiracy is a wellwritten and enjoyable novel. I was invested in the characters and their travails. Royce and
Hadrian s friendship was particularly fun to read" -- Tammy Moore, sfSite "Every time I finish a
book in this series it makes me want the next one instantly. -- Cindy Hannikman, Fantasy Book
Critic BOOKS OF THE RIYRIA REVELATIONS (Original 6-book format) The Crown
Conspiracy (October 2008) Avempartha (April 2009) Nyphron Rising (October 2009) The
Emerald Storm (April 2010) Wintertide (October 2010) Percepliquis (January 2012) OMNIBUS
VERSIONS of RIYRIA REVELATIONS (Orbit Publishing) Theft of Swords (11/2011) contains
The Crown Conspiracy & Avempartha Rise of Empire (12/2011) contains Nyphron Rising &
The Emerald Storm Heir of Novron (1/2012) contains Wintertide & Percepliquis

Age of Swords
As if having to deal with her parents’ death wasn’t enough, Payton is now a social
outcast.Thinking that life couldn’t get any worse she now has to face an ancient Egyptian
goddess who will stop at nothing to kill her, a best friend who doesn’t want to know her and an
infuriating boy who seems to keep secrets and doesn’t stop smiling in a town that it trying too
hard to withhold information from her. Payton has some growing up to do and is about to
discover some magic of her own and to realise there are much worse things out there than a
teenage bully.

Heir of Novron
One of fantasy’s finest next-generation storytellers continues to break new ground. Michael J.
Sullivan’s trailblazing career began with the breakout success of his Riyria series: full-bodied,
spellbinding fantasy adventures whose imaginative scope and sympathetic characters won a
devoted readership and comparisons to fantasy masters Brandon Sanderson, Scott Lynch,
and J.R.R. Tolkien himself. Now Age of Myth inaugurates an original five-book series. Since
time immemorial, humans have worshipped the gods they call Fhrey, truly a race apart:
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invincible in battle, masters of magic, and seemingly immortal. But when a god falls to a human
blade, the balance of power between humans and those they thought were gods changes
forever. Now only a few stand between humankind and annihilation: Raithe, reluctant to
embrace his destiny as the God Killer; Suri, a young seer burdened by signs of impending
doom; and Persephone, who must overcome personal tragedy to lead her people. The Age of
Myth is over. The time of rebellion has begun. Magic, fantasy, and mythology collide in Michael
J. Sullivan’s Legends of the First Empire series: AGE OF MYTH · AGE OF SWORDS · AGE
OF WAR

The Crown Tower
The epic battle between humankind and their godlike rulers finally ignites in the masterful
follow-up to Age of Myth and Age of Swords. The alliance of humans and renegade Fhrey is
fragile—and about to be tested as never before. Persephone keeps the human clans from
turning on one another through her iron will and a compassionate heart. The arrogant Fhrey
are barely held in check by their leader, Nyphron, who seeks to advance his own nefarious
agenda through a loveless marriage that will result in the betrayal of the person Persephone
loves most: Raithe, the God Killer. As the Fhrey overlords marshal their army and sorcerers to
crush the rebellion, old loyalties will be challenged while fresh conspiracies will threaten to
undo all that Persephone has accomplished. In the darkest hour, when hope is all but lost, new
heroes will rise . . . but at what terrible cost? Magic, fantasy, and mythology collide in Michael
J. Sullivan’s Legends of the First Empire series: AGE OF MYTH · AGE OF SWORDS · AGE
OF WAR

The Rose and the Thorn
A FORCED WEDDING. A DOUBLE EXECUTION. TWO THIEVES HAVE OTHER PLANS.
The New Empire intends to celebrate its victory over the Nationalists with a day that will never
be forgotten. On the high holiday of Wintertide the empress will be married. Degan Gaunt and
the Witch of Melengar will be publically executed. Then the empress will suffer a fatal accident
leaving the empire in the hands of the new emperor. It will be a perfect day. There is only one
problem-Royce and Hadrian have finally found the lost heir.ABOUT THE SERIESInstead of a
string of sequels The Riyria Revelations is a fantasy series conceived as a single epic tale
divided into individual self-contained episodes. All were written before the first was released so
that plot elements are intertwined, yet each book has its only story and conclusion. AWARDS
AND ACCOLADES2010 Fantasy Book Critic Top 12 Novels as of First Quarter (The Emerald
Storm)2010 Foreword Magazine Book of the Year Finalist (Avempartha)2010 Foreword
Magazine Book of the Year Finalist (Nyphron Rising)2009 Winner of Book Spot Central's
Fantasy Tournament of Books (Avempartha)2009 Top 10 Books by Dark Wolf Fantasy
Reviews (The Riyria Revelations)2009 National Indie Book Award Finalist (The Crown
Conspiracy)2008 ReaderViews Annual Literary Award Finalist (The Crown Conspiracy)2007
Foreword Magazine Book of the Year Finalist (The Crown Conspiracy)BOOKS IN THE RIYRIA
REVELATIONSThe Crown Conspiracy (October 2008)Avempartha (April 2009)Nyphron Rising
(October 2009)The Emerald Storm (April 2010)Wintertide* (October 2010)Percepliquis* (April
2011)AUTHOR WEBSITESWeb: http://www.michaelsullivan-author.comBlog:
http://riyria.blogspot.com/
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A PUPPET IS CROWNED. THE TRUE HEIR REMAINS HIDDEN. A ROGUE'S SECRET
COULD CHANGE EVERYTHING. War has come to Melengar. To save her kingdom, Princess
Arista runs a desperate gamble when she defies her brother and hires Royce and Hadrian for
a dangerous mission. As the power of the Nyphron Empire grows, so does Royce's suspicion
that the wizard Esrahaddon is using the thieves as pawns in his own game. To find the truth,
he must unravel the secret of Hadrian's past-what he discovers could change the future for all
of Elan. The Riyria Revelations is shaping up to be one of the most original and entertaining
fantasy series I've seen in years. King of the Nerds Fantasy Reviews Another absolutely
riveting installment in The Riyria Revelations series! Once again, Michael J. Sullivan did not
disappoint. There was suspense, humor, action, treachery, and even a tiny bit of love thrown
in. Ramblings & More Mr. Sullivan continues to impress. In Royce and Hadrian he has created
some of the best characters the genre has seen in some time, and in Avempartha he shows
that he knows what to do with them. Speculative Fiction Junkie

The Shadow of the Gods
Debut fantasy author Celine Kiernan spins a gothic tale of intrigue, adventure, and romance
about a girl who defies a kingdom. When young Wynter Moorehawke returns to court with her
dying father, but she finds her old home shadowed with fear. The king has become a violent
despot, terrorizing those he once loved. His son and heir Alberon has fled into exile and now
there are whispers everywhere of rebellion. Meanwhile, Alberon's half-brother Razi has been
elevated to his throne. He struggles to meet his King's demands while remaining loyal to his
beloved brother and to his friend-Wynter. Now, she must choose- her father or her dreams, her
friend or her king, her duty or her love.

Made Things
DO GODS TRULY EXIST? CAN YOU KNOW THE FUTURE? AND WHAT LIES BEYOND
THE VEIL OF DEATH? Winter blankets the land, and more than hope has died. Barred by the
tower of Avempartha, the western army cannot invade the Fhrey homeland. So it must seek a
way across the Nidwalden River before the fane obtains the secret of dragons. As time runs
out for both humanity and the mystic Suri, the only chance for the living rests with the dead.
Having made their fateful choice, can a handful of misfits do the impossible, or are they forever
lost to an inescapable grave? As in Virgil's Aeneid, Dante's Divine Comedy, and Milton's
Paradise Lost, the most epic tales transcend the world of the living. It's time to see what lies in
Elan's Age of Death. From Michael J. Sullivan, New York Times, USA Today, and Washington
Post bestselling author, comes the second-to-last installment in the epic fantasy series The
Legends of the First Empire. These novels chronicle a pivotal point in Elan's history, when
humans rise against the Fhrey, whom they once saw as gods. Set three thousand years before
the Riyria tales, Legends is a standalone fantasy series independent of all other Elan stories.
But if you have read the other books, Legends will reveal lies and unmask truths about
historical figures.

Age of Death
Royce Melborn, a skilled thief, and his mercenary partner, Hadrian Blackwater, make a
profitable living carrying out dangerous assignments for conspiring nobles-until they are hired
to pilfer a famed sword. What appears to be just a simple job finds them framed for the murder
of the king and trapped in a conspiracy that uncovers a plot far greater than the mere
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overthrow of a tiny kingdom. Can a self-serving thief and an idealistic swordsman survive long
enough to unravel the first part of an ancient mystery that has toppled kings and destroyed
empires? And so begins the first tale of treachery and adventure, sword fighting and magic,
myth and legend. When author Michael J. Sullivan self-published the first books of his Riyria
Revelations, they rapidly became ebook bestsellers. Now, Orbit is pleased to present the
complete series for the first time in bookstores everywhere. Theft of Swords was originally
published as: The Crown Conspiracy and Avempartha. BOOKS IN THE RIYRIA
REVELATIONS Theft of Swords (The Crown Conspiracy & Avempartha) Rise of Empire
(Nyphron Rising & The Emerald Storm) Heir of Novron (Wintertide & Percepliquis)

Prince of Fools
Johannes Cabal the Necromancer
First in a brand new series from the author of The Broken Empire Trilogy. The Red Queen is
old but the kings of the Broken Empire dread her like no other. For all her reign she has fought
the long war, contested in secret, against the powers that stand behind nations, for higher
stakes than land or gold. Her greatest weapon is The Silent Sister?unseen by most and
unspoken of by all. The Red Queen's grandson, Prince Jalan Kendeth?drinker, gambler,
seducer of women?is one who can see The Silent Sister. Tenth in line for the throne and
content with his role as a minor royal, he pretends that the hideous crone is not there. But war
is coming. Witnesses claim an undead army is on the march, and the Red Queen has called
on her family to defend the realm. Jal thinks it's all a rumor?nothing that will affect him. But he
is wrong?

The Poison Throne
Two men who hate each other. One impossible mission. A legend in the making. Hadrian
Blackwater, a warrior with nothing to fight for, is paired with Royce Melborn, a thieving
assassin with nothing to lose. Hired by an old wizard, they must steal a treasure that no one
can reach. The Crown Tower is the impregnable remains of the grandest fortress ever built and
home to the realm's most prized possessions. But it isn't gold or jewels that the wizard is after,
and if he can just keep them from killing each other, they just might succeed. Chronological
Order The Crown Tower (Riyria Chronicles #1) The Rose and the Thorn (Riyria Chronicles #2)
Theft of Swords (Riyria Revelations #1 & #2): contains The Crown Conspiracy & Avempartha
Rise of Empire (Riyria Revelations #3 & #4): contains Nyphron Rising & The Emerald Storm
Heir of Novron (Riyria Revelations #5 & #6): contains Wintertide & Percepliquis *** Fantasy
Faction's Top 10 Anticipated Books for 2013 ****** BestFantasyBooks.com Most Anticipated
Books of 2013 ****** Ranting Dragon's 50 Fantasy & Sci-Fi Novels to Look Forward to in 2013
***

Peace and Turmoil
From the bestselling author of the Legends of the First Empire: New York Times, USA Today,
Washington Post After two hundred years of service, the heir to the empire is suspicious about
his reassignment to active duty on the front lines of the Goblin War. His first assignment to
rescue an outpost leads to a dead-end canyon deep inside enemy territory. Suspicion turns to
dread and then sinks to despair when it's discovered no such outpost exists. But whoever went
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to the trouble of making his death look like an accident didn't know anything about the Seventh
Sikaria Auxiliary Squadron he was assigned to. In the depths of an unforgiving jungle, a legend
is about to be born, and the world of Elan will never be the same. From Michael J. Sullivan, the
New York Times, USA Today, and Washington Post bestselling author, a new adventure
begins with the first book of the Rise and Fall trilogy. While set in the same world as Riyria and
Legends of the First Empire, this is a standalone series, so no prior knowledge of the other
books is required to enjoy it to its fullest.

Rise of Empire
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * USA TODAY BESTSELLER * GOODREADS CHOICE
AWARD NOMINEE FOR BEST FANTASY Each culture has its own myths and legends, but
only one is shared, and it is feared by all. With Age of Myth, Age of Swords, and Age of War,
fantasy master Michael J. Sullivan riveted readers with a tale of unlikely heroes locked in a
desperate battle to save mankind. After years of warfare, humanity has gained the upper hand
and has pushed the Fhrey to the edge of their homeland, but no farther. Now comes the pivotal
moment. Persephone's plan to use the stalemate to seek peace is destroyed by an unexpected
betrayal that threatens to hand victory to the Fhrey and leaves a dear friend in peril. Humanity's
only hope lies in the legend of a witch, a forgotten song, and a simple garden door.

The Legend Of Eli Monpress
The adventure continues as Royce and Hadrian aid the struggling kingdom of Melengar as it
alone stands in defiance against the newly formed empire. War approaches and a desperate
gamble behind enemy lines is their only chance at forming an alliance with the Nationalists to
the south. But Royce has plans of his own as he uses this opportunity to discover if an ancient
wizard is using Riyria as pawns in his own bid for power. To find the truth, Royce must unravel
Hadrian's hidden past. What he discovers will lead them to the end of the known world, on a
journey rife with treachery and intrigue. When author Michael J. Sullivan self-published the first
books of his Riyria Revelations, they rapidly became ebook bestsellers. Now, Orbit is pleased
to present the complete series for the first time in bookstores everywhere. Rise of Empire was
originally published as: Nyphron Rising and The Emerald Storm. BOOKS IN THE RIYRIA
REVELATIONS Theft of Swords (The Crown Conspiracy & Avempartha) Rise of Empire
(Nyphron Rising & The Emerald Storm) Heir of Novron (Wintertide & Percepliquis)

Transformation
A charmingly gothic, fiendishly funny Faustian tale about a brilliant scientist who makes a deal
with the Devil, twice. Johannes Cabal sold his soul years ago in order to learn the laws of
necromancy. Now he wants it back. Amused and slightly bored, Satan proposes a little wager:
Johannes has to persuade one hundred people to sign over their souls or he will be damned
forever. This time for real. Accepting the bargain, Jonathan is given one calendar year and a
traveling carnival to complete his task. With little time to waste, Johannes raises a motley crew
from the dead and enlists his brother, Horst, a charismatic vampire to help him run his
nefarious road show, resulting in mayhem at every turn. From the Trade Paperback edition.
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